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here is an extraordinary range of help available to you as you make
your idea happen – and much of it is free. Online and offline, these tools,
MARTIN
resourcesAMOR
and information are seriously powerful to you as a creator. It’s as
if the world wants you to do this. Take advantage!
From training to customer surveys, from website building programs to
advice and resources about how to get investment, this is our attempt to
bring it all together – the good stuff. It’s the list of resources and tools
that we would have loved to have when we started out. So here it is in its
first ever incarnation - The Creator’s Black Book.
Everything in The Creator’s Black Book has been used by us or at least
recommended to us by someone we trust. They are all seriously valuable
resources in their own right – and together they also give you a picture of
the eco-system of technology, assistance and information in which your
idea will thrive.
In every case, the resources offer excellent information to help you work
out whether what they are offering is right for you. Take your time and
learn about what they can before you commit to spending any money.
The Creator’s Black Book is a free resource to help those setting out to
make their idea happen. We ask just one thing, that you help us make it
the best and most useful resources guide available on the internet. You
can do that by getting in touch with us at theideainyou.com to let us
know of any brilliant resources not referenced in here that you discover
along the way. Or simply to update or improve the guidance and tips
offered for existing resources. Look at it as Wikipedia for Creator’s!
To help you navigate, The Creator’s Black Book is grouped into eight
helpful chunks:

1 LEARNING NEW SKILLS

PG.1 >>

A list of online and in-person training to help you fill gaps in your
skills. So in the early days, you can do as much as possible for your
idea yourself – giving you experience and saving you money

2 BUILDING YOUR IDEA

PG.4 >>

Support for making your idea real. This section includes resources
to help you build a website or a blog and even an app, and for
commissioning advanced product prototypes if you need them.
Whether you want to do this all yourself or hire someone else to
do it, this is the definitive list of tools and resources to help you (or
someone you hire) make your idea into something real.

3 DISCOVERY - ABOUT YOUR IDEA, YOUR
PG.14 >>
CUSTOMERS AND YOUR MARKET
Researching your market and customer is more fun than it sounds.
These days there is a wide range of seriously inspiring tools to help
you learn what people and companies think and do, and predict
what will make your idea a success. From surveys to clever online
tools, we share a set of tools that are instant, global and fun to use

4 BUILDING FANS

PG.19 >>

Your idea needs fans. In this this section, we share the resources
you can use to find users for your idea and build good relationships
with them. From email campaigns and social media marketing to
online advertising, this is a collection of the most powerful fanfinding resources.
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5 MAKING SALES

PG.27 >>

If you want your idea to become a business, it will have to sell stuff.
These days you don’t need a shop on the high street - you don’t
even need a website. The resources we share in this section will
help you sell to a global audience, with or without a website of your
own. Learn how to create a listing, take payment and dispatch your
product around the world.

6 GETTING HELP

PG.32 >>

As your idea grows, you may find you need people to help you. In
this section we show you how to find the good ones. From sourcing
suppliers through to recruiting and collaborating with your first
employees, this is how your idea will become a happy gang of likeminded individuals.

7 FINDING INVESTMENT

PG.42 >>

Once you know how your idea works and makes money, you may
decide you want to expand more aggressively, and that you’re
happy to share in the upside with a partner. We show how getting
investment usually works and how you can find the right people to
back you and your idea.

8 BORING BUT IMPORTANT

PG.47 >>

To avoid growing pains, we share the vital tools and support services
that will stop the boring stuff get on top of you. Find our how to get
contracts made, accounts kept, and billing and invoicing done on
time and without breaking the bank.

Icons designed by freepik

LEARNING NEW SKILLS
We put this section first, because learning is central to the life of the creator. In the early
days especially - while money is tight and you’re exploring how powerful your idea can
become - it’s sensible to learn to do as much as you can yourself. From making a website, to
editing a video or designing a logo, or creating a 3D prototype, learning how to do it yourself
will save you money and it will give you the invaluable experience of seeing how it’s done
first-hand.
There is a growing list of high quality online learning services that provide training for
practically every skill a creator might want to learn. Here are our favourites:

LYNDA.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Online video courses for a vast array of technology,
creative and business skills, from hand drawing to bookkeeping. The
video courses are delivered by experts and cater for all levels
of ability.
WHAT’S FREE? All of the courses offer free tutorials so that you can
get a feel for the course and get started. But if you want to access
the full course then you will need to become a member – the basic
package costs £14.95 a month but they offer a 10 day free trial that
gives you full access to all content.
TOP TIP: Video training courses like Lynda and Udemy are great for
flexile on-the-go learning but they also allow you to practice the skill
you are learning in real time as you learn. For more fiddly skills like
learning how to use software packages this is a massive advantage as
it lets you immediately practice what you are learning.
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UDEMY.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Like Lynda, Udemy also offer a wide range of video
tutorials on a wide range of creative and business topics.
WHAT’S FREE? Unlike Lynda you don’t have to pay a subscription.
Many of the courses are free and others cost a one off fee to
download – there can range from a few pounds to a few
hundred pounds.

ALISON.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Free online training at certificate and diploma level for
a good range of business skills that are great for business beginners
or creators looking to skill up in a certain area.
WHAT’S FREE? The courses are free and you can study at your own
pace. If you are prepared to put the work in this is an amazing free
resource for new creators.
TOP TIP: Before enrolling for a course use YouTube, Udemy and
Lynda to get a feel for the topic area and if it will give you the skills
you need.

LEARNING ABOUT BUSINESS
There are also excellent offline courses, seminars and workshops that train the wider picture
of creating a ‘start-up’.

SMALLBUSINESSCENTRE.ORG.UK

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? The East London Small Business Centre is a not-forprofit support agency for small businesses. It offers a range of
excellent free services, from access to funding through to weekly
3-hour start-up workshops. Some training covers the basics of
getting your idea up and running. Some are more in depth business
training courses going deeper on the core business skills you will
need as your idea grows.
WHAT’S FREE? The courses are free but, as demand is high, your
needs and suitability are assessed prior to attending any course.
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HYPERISLAND.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Best-in-class training on digital and media topics, such
as ‘Digital Acceleration’. These are based all around the world as well
as major cities in the UK.
WHAT’S FREE? They are paid-for courses that are not cheap, but
you are paying for an expertly-led and immersive experience which
will transform how you think about digital business.

LEARNING HOW TO CODE
Learn to code! It’s easier than it sounds – and is a genuinely transformative experience
because it will give you control of your idea on the Internet. The best courses cost money
of course, but are generally worth it. Your relationship with the Internet will change, in just a
day in many cases.

DECODED.COM/CODE-IN-A-DAY

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Best-in-class training on digital and media topics, such
as ‘Digital Acceleration’. These are based all around the world as well
as major cities in the UK.
WHAT’S FREE? They are paid-for courses that are not cheap, but
you are paying for an expertly-led and immersive experience which
will transform how you think about digital business.
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BUILDING YOUR IDEA

As you develop improving versions of your idea, you will draw on different resources. Start
with tools to bring your idea to life and move on to more sophisticated product prototyping
and web developing skills as your idea takes off.
MAKING EARLY VERSIONS OF YOUR IDEA

POWERPOINT OR KEYNOTE
WHAT ARE THEY? Presentation software for PCs and Macs.
WHAT’S FREE? If you have a Mac then Keynote will most likely be
part of your core software package and likewise PowerPoint for PCs.
TOP TIP: These are surprisingly good for quickly showing what you
mean by your idea, or demoing a website or app (also fully navigable
using a touch screen laptop). Keynote on the Mac gets you a slicker
finish in our view.

STORYBOARDTHAT.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A simple piece of software for building a storyboard of
your idea.
WHAT’S FREE? There is a free trial and thereafter you will need to
pay a small monthly subscription.
TOP TIP:A great tool if your idea is an experience. It allows you to
take consumers on the journey that they will have when they use
your idea.
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IMOVIE / PINNACLE STUDIO
WHAT ARE THEY? Easy to use but powerful apps for editing video
on your smartphone – iMovie for iPhones & iPads and Pinnacle
Studios for Android and iPhone.
WHAT’S FREE? You will need to pay £2.99 for iMovie and £8.99 for
Pinnacle Studio but it is a one-off cost – and well worth it.
TOP TIP: Making a video that brings your idea to life for customers
works well for most ideas. Film it on your phone, edit it on
your phone, post it straight to YouTube then share the link with
prospective customers.

WITHOOMPH.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? An online service that automatically designs high
quality readymade logos based on keywords you put in. A fancy logo
is a great way of making your early idea look like a real thing.
WHAT’S FREE? You have to pay for logos - just $25 per logo.
TOP TIP: If you are making an early mock-up website, presentation
or ad to bring your idea to life, invest in a nice logo to give it a
professional finish and make it feel more real.

USING HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS
Why not use Sugru, paper or card to make a Version Zero of your idea. Here are a couple of
YouTube videos for inspiration:

GETTING CREATIVE WITH SUGRU:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXtbNqJzwjA

MAKING PAPER AND HOUSEHOLD PRODUCT
PROTOTYPES:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tqycVQGw1-M#t=118
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MAKING A WEBSITE
There is a huge range of excellent and quite easy to use online packages designed to help
you build a website yourself. If your site is just for providing people with some information
about your idea – i.e. it doesn’t need to take payment, or have log-in functionality – simple
publishing platforms like these will do the job brilliantly:

WORDPRESS.COM WEBSITE >>
WORDPRESS.ORG WEBSITE >>
STRIKINGLY.COM WEBSITE >>
Wordpress.com, wordpress.org and www.strikingly.com are all
excellent places to start. It’s worth getting to know at least one of
these. Have a play and see which one you like best. There’s a fairly
steep learning curve at the beginning of learning how websites work,
but stick with it! It’s easier than it looks and once you have the basics,
you will be able to design and update your website yourself, which
will make your life as a creator easier in the long run, since you won’t
have to pay/ask someone else to do it.

There is a wide range of ‘templates’- which offer a slick and well-built ‘off the shelf’ format
for your site. You just insert your content into a style of your choosing. Here are a few that
we have enjoyed using:

SQUARESPACE.COM

WEBSITE >>

Great for creating template sites that looks slick and very
professional. Arguably a bit pricey but you get your money’s worth.

TUMBLR.COM

WEBSITE >>

The original image blogging site. Limited in its functionality but free
until you want a premium template. You can create your own URL.
You can also use their analytics tools or plug in Google Analytics (see
section on Analytics below for more on this.)
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THEMEFOREST.COM

WEBSITE >>

If it is a template you are after – especially for a Wordpress site then it will be here! There are nearly 20,000 templates to choose
from so take your time to try out the ones that have been specifically
designed for the needs and style of your site.

DOMAIN NAMES, HOSTING AND ANALYTICS
Whatever site you are building, you will need a domain name (like theideainyou.com). You
will then need somewhere to host it (this is where your site lives on the Internet, essentially
a server somewhere).
We bought the URL for theideainyou.com from godaddy.com and chose to host it on
gandi.net, There are other companies which do the same thing. The system for setting up is
pretty straightforward – and the support systems they offer are designed to help someone
with very little experience get their website up.

GODADDY.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT ARE THEY? Trusted and easy to use full service domain
creation and hosting services
WHAT’S FREE? It is free to search the availability of website URLs
but you will need to pay to own and host them.
TOP TIP: The price of URLs will be dependent on the URL you
want to register (assuming it is available). Get an entry-level hosting
package. Until you get lots of traffic (i.e. many thousands of visitors a
day), this will be enough.

GANDI.NET WEBSITE >>
LINODE.COM WEBSITE >>
HOSTGATOR.COM WEBSITE >>
WHAT ARE THEY? Reliable, powerful and good value hosting
services where you can register your domain and host your website
– as well as store and aggregate your businesses data (emails,
documents etc).
WHAT’S FREE? These are paid for services but they offer great value
for money and reliable service.
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TOP TIP: They offer excellent and free 24/7 customer service. Lean
on their expertise to get your hosting set up if you need it.

STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY
Putting good photography on your website will help your site look professional from day
one, and can make your idea look good. The legal bottom line is that you can’t use other
people’s photos unless you have an agreement with them. You must use your own shots,
pay for stock photography or find a source of free royalty-free images.
The dominant player in stock photography is Getty Images, but it is also among the most
expensive. Try also istockphoto.com, shutterstock.com which offer discount packages on a
huge range of images. From any of these platforms, you can download a free low-res version
of any image (i.e. it will be slightly blurry and may have a watermark on it) and try it on your
site to see if you like it before you buy the hi-res image.
For more cost-effective options check out www.500px.com
and www.flickr.com/creativecommons.
There are also free stock images and videos here:
http://bootstrapbay.com/blog/free-stock-photos/
https://medium.com/@dustin/stock-photos-that-dont-suck-62ae4bcbe01b
http://www.sitebuilderreport.com/stock-up
http://www.pexels.com
http://allthefreestock.com
You can also take your own pictures of course. Most smart phones have good enough lenses
and processors to shoot hi-res images these days. There is also a fast-expanding range of
photo editing apps for both iPhone and Android that will help you make your pictures look
crisp and interesting. Have a look for reviews of these online, or visit the App Store.

MAKING PHYSICAL PROTOTYPES
If your idea is a physical product then you may decide to pay to have a high-quality 3D
prototype made. Here are a few services that will help you make a good prototype costeffectively.
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PONOKO.NET

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? An online prototyping service that makes great value
prototypes of 3D products, using a range of methods from handmade craft to 3D printing.
WHAT’S FREE? You get a free digital prototype of your product
before you commit to buying.
TOP TIP: Check what your finished prototype will look like before
you commit. This service is well worth using, to help you get a sense
of what you will be paying for and to improve it before you hit ‘make’.

MAKERSCAFE.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A chain of 3D printing cafes in the US and Europe.
There is a London branch in Shoreditch. It offers a space for creators
to meet, get free consultancy, and paid-for training as well as have
their 3D prototypes printed live in-store.
WHAT’S FREE? The consultancy service is free but you will need to
pay to have CAD wireframes of your product made and for it to be
3D printed.
TOP TIP: Have a coffee and chat to the team and other creators.
They offer a free consultancy service, so spend time chatting through
your project before getting your wireframes made.

Finally, when you come to make market-ready prototypes of your product, you might want
to check out a trade show in your industry, so you can meet suppliers in person. Do a
Google search to find these.
You can also head straight to sites such as www.thomasnet.com and www.alibaba.com
which collate expert manufacturers of every product imaginable and connect you directly
with them.
It’s worth taking the time to find a trusted manufacturer. Quality is mostly very high, but
it’s wise to ask for references, and to talk to a previous client if you can, just to learn more
about your supplier before you commit to spending money with them. If orders arrive late,
incomplete or are not built to spec, it can be a difficult drain on your time and resources.
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HIRING A DESIGNER
In the early days of your idea’s development, learning to do as much of your design as you
can yourself can really help keep costs down. The rudiments of packages like InDesign and
Photoshop can be learned quite quickly and easily with online training and through home
practice. If you need expert design though, perhaps to help you create a more professional
logo, pack design or website – it has never been easier to access expertise.
There are many thousands of excellent designers out there, who work remotely and are
ready to help you. There is also an interesting range of ways to employ them. From crowdsourcing to sites which help you find specialists to work hourly on your project, the choices
are plentiful and growing.
Before you dive in, here are a couple of tips to help oil the wheels.
TOP TIP 1: Design is nuanced and subjective, so briefing it requires impeccable
communication. To get the best out of a remote designer, you have to know what you want
and be able to communicate it clearly to them. Before you start briefing a designer, make
sure that you can explain clearly what you want and what you don’t want. Try briefing a
friend to see if they can understand what you want. It’s important to know that a designer
won’t be able to solve fundamental confusions you have about your idea – but they should
be able to bring your vision to life beautifully if you can explain broadly what you want.
TOP TIP 2: Get to know what you want. Draw pictures. Be as visual as you can. Use
examples you like from other brands, products, designs, websites and magazines. The more
you can bring your brief to life visually the easier it will be for your designers to nail it with
minimum iteration and cost.
CROWD-SOURCING DESIGN WORK
Crowd-sourcing means putting your brief in front of a wide range of experts so that they
can bid for the work. Essentially a pool of designers will be able to look at what you are
asking for and how much you are prepared to pay, and decide whether they would like to
pitch for your job.
Often, pitching involves actually doing the work (like designing a logo or a writing some copy
for example), so you get to see a range of solutions to your brief and pick the one you want
to pay for.
Crowd-sourcing websites put the following creative skills at your service:
•
•
•
•

Logo Design
Company naming
Graphic design
Web page and app
screen design

•
•
•
•
•

Product imagery
Product packaging
Idea generation
Animation
Illustration
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• Storyboards
• Magazine and book
layouts
• Copy writing
• Blog post writing

The process involved in crowd-sourcing design services depends on the type of job you are
briefing and the system the website you are using believes works best. Each website has
its own unique solution that it has worked out is as fair as possible, and good at making the
client (you!) and your designer happy.
With small jobs, like getting a logo made, it is usually as simple as this: you upload your brief
and say what you are willing to pay. Designers then submit their response to your brief –
and you select the submission that you like the best, and pay for it.
For larger jobs, you generally have to select from proposals given by designers in response
to your brief. Usually, these include examples of past work, detail on how they plan to
approach your project, and their costs and timings.
Prices and quality vary, because anyone can respond to your brief. Work out what you can
have for free, be as clear as you can and commit only when you see something you are
excited by. We recommend trying the full range of sites and putting your brief on all of
them. Listing is generally free. Most sites offer a money-back guarantee too - and whatever
happens, you only pay once you are happy with the work.

99DESIGNS.COM

WEBSITE >>

One of the best services out there due to the broad range of design
and creative work on offer - and the quality of the designers waiting
to have a crack at your brief. Make this your first port of call.

CROWDSPRING.COM

WEBSITE >>

A great resource for both crowd sourcing smaller jobs as well as
hooking up with specialist designers for bigger jobs.

CONCEPTCUPBOARD.COM

WEBSITE >>

There is a smaller selection of designers to choose from on here, but
the results can still be powerful and prices are competitive.

FINDING DESIGN FREELANCERS
These next sites are marketplaces for freelancers. You can browse them and find someone
whose work you like and hire them by the day and for extended periods. For a bigger job
you may want to hire a freelancer, so that you can use them flexibly over time on a series of
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tasks. They’ll spend more time on your project, so it’s worth finding someone you trust.

CROWDSPRING.COM

WEBSITE >>

The world’s number 1 marketplace for logos, graphic design
and naming.

ODESK.COM

WEBSITE >>

A great range of quality freelancers available for small, large and team
projects. The project tracking functionality also makes it easy for you
to manage your project.

PEOPLEPERHOUR.COM

WEBSITE >>

A site that hooks recruiters up with a wide range of skilled
freelancers. The design and content creation sections are well worth
checking out.

A NOTE ON MAKING APPS…
If your idea is to build an app, then we’d like to dispel a couple of myths.
The first is that apps are cheap. Good apps cost proper money. They require significant
front-end (user experience and design) work and back-end development work (the engine
that drives the performance of your app).
The second myth is that you build just one app and then watch the money roll in. The
thing is, you have to build the same one several times over. To keep your app up to date,
improving and working on new handsets and operating systems, you will need to do new
releases regularly. You can expect to do at least one of these every 6 – 12 months. They
usually require sizeable front- and back-end investment.
There are also monthly hosting fees and license costs - these can easily come to £150
a month.
Before you commit to making an app, work out whether you actually need one. Websites
are much cheaper to build and maintain and can be a good place to start and learn about
your idea before you invest in making an app. We find www.howmuchtomakeanapp.com
a useful resource, in particular its ‘App vs. Website’ page. This will help you get a ballpark
understanding of how much your app will cost to make.
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If we haven’t put you off already, and you remain convinced that an app is the right medium
for your idea, here are our five golden rules:
1. DO SOME LEARNING FIRST
www.thechocolatelabapps.com, www.udemy.com and www.lynda.com are great sources of
advice and training for beginners.
2. DO A LOT OF SKETCHING BEFORE YOU START BUILDING
Make sure you are clear on the concept for your app and you know how people will use it
and benefit from it. Taking time and care to get the functionality and user experience right is
critical to making a great app.
3. PARTNER SMARTLY GET GOOD PEOPLE
Find the right mix of UX (the design of the User Experience, i.e. the flow and look of the
app) and back-end development (the foundation, engine and brain of the app which makes
sure it runs smoothly and intelligently) for your idea. Pick the wrong team and your costs
will spiral.
4. START WITH IPHONE
iPhone apps are generally easier, faster and much cheaper to build than Android apps.
Get your app right on Apple’s iOS software before you invest in building an Android version.
5. DO YOUR WIREFRAMES YOURSELF
Wireframes are simple sketches that show how users will navigate your app. Even if you
are going to outsource all of your app’s development, designing how your app works – its
wireframes – will mean you have to get clear on the experience you are creating for your
users. This will save you time and money in development. www.gomockingbird.com and
popapp.in are great tools to help you do this.
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DISCOVERY – ABOUT YOUR IDEA, YOUR
CUSTOMERS AND YOUR MARKET
As you make your idea happen, what you focus on will depend on your instincts, and the
information you can get from the world. If you can build a picture of what is happening out
there – around your idea, your users and your market – then you can make a powerful plan
for how you are going to grow. Information is power.
We take the view that the best combination is an open mind fed with inspiring information.
Here are the tools that have inspired action in us with the minimum of fuss and complexity:

SURVEYMONKEY.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? An easy to use system for sending out email survey
to a large section of your target audience or existing customer base.
Surveys are useful to get quick learning from a wide group of people
or to get proactive customer feedback on your product or service.
WHAT’S FREE? Sending email surveys is free but if you want to run
more sophisticated analytics or read more than a hundred responses
you will have to pay a small fee.
TOP TIP: You can use surveys to as a sales tactic. Ask people what
they want in your idea, build what they tell you into your idea, and
then let them know that you’ve done it.

TRACKUR.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A social media monitoring tool that lets you see what’s
being discussed on the main social media platforms. You can search
by brands, keywords and trends.
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WHAT’S FREE? Trackur offer a free 10-day trial with no commitment
to buy the service afterwards.
TOP TIP: Social media monitoring is a useful way to see what is hot
and can be helpful if your idea sits in a busy trend-driven marketplace
like restaurants, fashion, music or film. It’s also energising to see
when your idea is being mentioned.

GOOGLE.COM/KEYWORDPLANNER

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IT IS? A quick and extremely powerful way to find out what
people are searching for online and in what numbers.
WHAT’S FREE? The service is free but you will need to have a
Gmail account.
TOP TIP: Get a sense of what people are searching for around your
idea – it will help you understand what they care about.
www.google.com/insights also lets you see trends related to
specific searches, and can help give more context to why people are
searching for specific terms.

ANALYTICS
Most analytics measure online activity. If you connect analytics to your site, every customer
interaction with your website or online advertising or marketing can be tracked and logged.
This gives you access to invaluable information about what is working, and it gives you the
thrill of understanding who is reading, buying or sharing your idea.
You can see how people found you, which parts of your website people spend most time
on, when they visited, what they clicked on. Without analytics you are essentially in the dark
about how your online activity is performing. With even the simplest of understanding of it,
you have priceless real-time information at your finger tips which will help you make your
online presence work even harder for you.
To have all this all you have to do is put a small amount of code onto your site, which
Google will give you for free (and they’ll show you what to do with it), and then you can dive
into analytics.
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GOOGLE.COM/ANALYTICS

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A free service from Google showing detailed statistics
about your website’s traffic.
WHAT’S FREE? The basic analytics service is free and works well for
most sites.
TOP TIP: If you have a website, connect it to Google Analytics! This
is the brain behind your online activity. Take the time to make sure
that all of your online activity is plugged into it so you can see where
people come from and what they do on your site.

There are other excellent analytics products, such as www.mixpanel.com and
www.geckoboard.com. These offer more sophisticated analytics on simple and intuitive
dashboards for accessing your data in real time. We recommend you start with Google
Analytics and branch out from there if you need more firepower.

LEARNING ABOUT YOUR MARKET
The best way to learn about how your market works is to find people who work in it and
ask them. Below we show a few ways to find people and connect with them. There are also
some great free reference facilities if you want to research a market more forensically.

MEETUP.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A free online network which puts you in touch with
people in your local area who share the same interests as you do.
WHAT’S FREE? It is free to set up an account but you have to
pay ‘organisers dues’ to set up and lead Meetup groups. These
are nominal sums and if you are unhappy with the service you can
request a refund inside the first thirty days of membership.
TOP TIP: Meetups are a good way to quickly connect with people
who are already working in your sector, as well as reach potential
consumers if you want to share your idea with them.
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LINKEDIN.COM/PREMIUM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? The World’s largest business social network. Your
target audience, your competitors and industry experts are all on
here for you to connect with them.
WHAT’S FREE? You will need to open a Linkedin account but you
can then run a free month-long trial of Premium that will let you send
15 free messages directly to other creators and experts.
TOP TIP; Take advantage of the free offer, and use Linkedin Premium
to find creators who have been on a similar journey to you or experts
whose advice you need.

THE BRITISH LIBRARY/ BUSINESS
& IP CENTRE WEBSITE >>
WHAT IS IT? The British Library in London is the national library of
the UK, holding over 170 million books - the most comprehensive
collection of business books and materials in the UK. The business
content is divided into four categories – market research, company
information, trade directories and journals – and is housed in the
Business & IP Centre. This centre also offers free expert advice,
consultation and support on a range of topics. You can discuss your
initial idea with an expert and get advice on how to protect your
intellectual property and apply for a patent.
WHAT’S FREE? Many of the services are free. Some you will need to
pay a small fee for.
TOP TIPS: Book well in advance to get a one hour ‘Business & IP
Information’ clinic or a session with a business expert. The ‘Partner
Organisation’ resource is also a fantastic way to get paired with
external mentors who will offer free advice and support.

FACEBOOK.COM/ADVERTISING

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A tool that lets you plan Facebook advertising campaigns
by interest, demographic and location.
WHAT’S FREE? The process of planning and targeting your advert is
free and that is where you will find out how many of your audience
there are and where they live. If you go on to actually post the ad,
there will be a fee.
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TOP TIP: If you are planning where to put a store, pop-up or retail
concession this is a quick way of seeing where your target market are
clustered geographically. It can also be useful in deciding where to
focus offline marketing, distribution and stockists.

TWAZZUP.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A Twitter search engine. This is a great tool for finding
out who the influencers in your sector are, and what they’re talking
about. It’s also great for tracking who is talking about your idea.
WHAT’S FREE? The basic tools are free and are more than enough if
you are just using this as a tool to research your market.
TOP TIP: If you need niche specialist help with your idea this can be
a great platform to identify the influencers and experts in your area
who can help you.

DUEDIL.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A slick interface that allows you to quickly and easily
search Companies House for industry and competitor information
and financial performance data. You might want to use this to see
how competitive your market place is, or to find companies to
collaborate with.
WHAT’S FREE? The basic search is free but advanced searching
functionality, which you will need if you want to use the marketsizing functionality, will require you to sign up to a monthly contract
(starting at £24.99 a month).
TOP TIP 1: If your idea is something that you will sell directly to
businesses then the market sizing tool is a really handy way of seeing
where the kinds of businesses you’d want to work with or sell to are
located and how many of them there are.
TOP TIP 2: DueDil is also handy for checking out suppliers before
you commit to spending money with them. It will flag credit health
and flag potential risks.
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BUILDING FANS
As you refine and build your idea, you will want to grow your fan base and start to generate
revenue. This can be a heady time as you invest time and sometimes cash growing the reach
of your idea. It’s exciting because you see your tribes swelling.
There is a range of tools and techniques nowadays which allow you to communicate with
large numbers of people. To help you understand your choices, we have focused on the
main online tools that will help you generate the best results for minimum investment.
EMAIL MARKETING
Email is a powerful medium. One of these landing in your inbox means more than a
Facebook post or a tweet, because it’s got your name on it. Email is a great medium for
communicating regularly with your customers, keeping them up to date on what you have to
offer them. You might send a regular newsletter, or tactical commercial messages like special
offers. There are lots of services out there, many offering a very similar service. Here are two
that we trust:

MAILCHIMP.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Our preferred email marketing software. A tried and
trusted service that is great for beginners.
WHAT’S FREE? The ‘Entrepreneur’ package lets you mail up to 2000
subscribers and is free as long as you stay within the limit. Note costs go up fast once your list grows beyond that point.
TOP TIP: Make the most of the ‘when to send’ feature to ensure you
send an email at a time when your target audience is most likely to
open and interact with it.
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YESWARE.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Another great piece of email marketing software. It’s
one big advantage over Mail Chimp is that it integrates directly
into Gmail and Outlook meaning that you can plan, send and track
campaign emails from your regular email account in real-time,
without having to log in to a separate piece of software.
WHAT’S FREE? It is free to trial on your personal emails – up to 100
a month and the next package up, ‘Pro’, is reasonably priced, at 12
Dollars a month.
TOP TIP 1: Before you hit send to thousands of people, always send
a test message to yourself to see what they’re getting.
TOP TIP 2: Great sales emails and newsletters need a bit of
copywriting know-how. Even a good subject line will increase the
number of people who will open your email. Before you hit send,
take the time to do some learning online about what works best. As
always, YouTube is a good place to start learning about how to use
the Internet. Here are two videos to get you started:
Subject Lines That Will Increase Your Open Rates And Your Click
Through Rates: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3-jvu5YaiA
How to create an email newsletter that doesn’t suck:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGSPj4CyOMQ

CAPTURING EMAILS – WITH SQUEEZE PAGES AND SIGN-UPS
One of the most valuable resources as your idea grows is your list of emails. This is the list of
people who have shown any interest in your idea, plus their email addresses – and any other
information they give you which will help you tailor offers to them in the future.
Whatever you do, make sure that you build email capturing into your processes. You can
start communicating with people directly after you have their email. If you capture emails
from visitors to your site, you can send them newsletter, special content to build their trust
in you and offers.
To get their email address, you might offer them a free trial of your product, or a free gift
that they would value, or some money off your product. There is now technology that makes
capturing an email on your site very easy. You simply place a pre-made template on your site
which gives the visitor a couple of lines where they can write their email. This is then sent to
your email marketing software and triggers an automatic email message saying hello. Then
you can follow up with an offer.
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GETDRIP.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IT IS? A great looking widget that you can plug in to your site
to let users sign up for newsletters or competitions.
WHAT’S FREE? You can get a free three-week trial - after that you
need to pay a monthly subscription fee.
TOP TIP: Make it compelling. Why should people give you their
email? Give them something you know they want – some free
content or a discount.

MEGAPHONEAPP.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IT IS? An excellent range of page templates – squeeze pages,
buy pages, download pages - which are ready to go.
WHAT’S FREE? You can try out the pages for free, but as soon as
you want to put them live, you have to pay.
TOP TIP: Connect to your email marketing platform. This allows you
to collect users emails and send them messages of your choosing –
with further information and offers.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Social media is a powerful way to spread the word about your idea and build fans.
It can also be a bit of a black hole for your time, so we advise that you follow these three
basic steps:
1. PICK THE RIGHT PLATFORM FOR YOUR IDEA
There are five mainstream social media platforms – Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Google+,
and Pinterest.
Each of these will include most segments of society, but some are most popular with certain
audiences. Facebook and Instagram for example are very popular with mums. Google+ is
good for reaching a more male audience which is interested in technology. Twitter is used by
many foodies, fashionistas, politicos and film buffs.
Spend time researching the different platforms, by searching using keywords which related
to your idea, until you can see which ones will reach the target audience for your idea.
Consider also which platform is best media platform for your idea. For example Instagram
and Pinterest are very visual. Facebook and Twitter are better for interaction and
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announcements. If your idea is a home decoration business then Pinterest might work well.
If it is a restaurant, then Twitter will allow you to share news about your menu and special
offers with diners. If it is a campaign, Facebook may work bet. Find brands you respect in
your market and see what they are doing on social media.
TOP TIP: Creating fans on social media takes time, effort and commitment. We suggest
focusing on one ideal platform first – the right one for your needs.
2. BUILD FANS, DON’T BUY THEM
There is a range of dubious paid-for services that promise to you followers, fans and likes in
exchange for payment. Avoid them. You need real fans not pretend ones.
To build a community of fans you will need to invest time and love. Be nice, be honest and
share content, discounts and added value with them. Over time, you will build a relationship
both parties value.
3. LEARN THE SKILLS
There are a number of high-quality training courses online that will teach you how to swell
your numbers and make your social media activity really effective. www.udemy.com and
www.lynda.com both offer a wide range of free basic courses and some you have to pay for.
Read reviews to see which course will be most valuable for you.
There are also established experts on specific platforms, such as Martin Shervington
www.martinshervington.com on Google + and Hilary Rushford on Instagram. These people
know what they are doing and will help you learn. You can usually sign up to their free
newsletter, offering great tips and regular updates before you commit to any paid training.
We also recommend that you spend time looking at how other people and brands you
admire do social media. Go to their website, and follow links to their most popular social
media feeds. Take a look at their activity. What tricks are they using? How are they building
their following?

TRACKING SOCIAL MEDIA
There are some good free resources that will help you keep an eye on what is happening in
social media. You can track and manage your own social media activity, and see who else is
talking about your idea or your market. Here are three of our favourites:

ICONOSQUARE.COM

WEBSITE >>

Track mentions on Instagram - of your idea or anything you choose.
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TWEETREACH.COM

WEBSITE >>

See where you tweets go. Find your most influential followers and
work out who to target to get the maximum reach.

TWEETDECK.COM

WEBSITE >>

An excellent too. The simplest way to manage, track and plan all of
your twitter activity.

ONLINE ADVERTISING
If you have an online presence, online advertising is one of the fastest ways to get people
to visit it. Essentially you ‘buy’ audience from the biggest websites by placing ads with them
which connect to your website.
At the moment, there are four dominant online advertising platforms: Google, Facebook,
Linkedin and Twitter. Each of these uses a ‘Pay Per Click’ (PPC) model - they put your ad on
their platform and you pay a small fee every time someone clicks on it. You decide where
the person who clicks on your ad is sent to – usually a page on your site where they will do
something you want them to do (probably buying something so that you get the cost of the
click back and more.)
If you’ve got something you can sell to them, and you can convert a good proportion of
people who arrive on that page, this kind of advertising is a great tool. Costs depend on the
platform and how many other advertisers are competing for the same clicks, but tend to
range from a few pence to severa pounds. The good thing about Pay Per Click advertising is
that you only pay when someone clicks – and you can set the amount you want to pay per
click and the budget you are happy to spend each day.
There are three things for you to focus on:
1. PICKING THE RIGHT CHANNEL: Deciding which of the four platforms to focus your
activity on, based on where you think your customers are.
2. DECIDING ON YOUR TARGETING: Planning which ‘keywords’ you want to trigger
your ad (e.g. the words that a user has to type into Google to make your ad appear, or the
interests listed by the Facebook users you want to see your ad) - so that it generates as
much quality traffic as possible.
3. WRITING YOUR MESSAGE: You are looking for a compelling message that makes only the
right people click through. Remember you pay for every click – so it’s worth making sure that
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the message puts off the people you don’t want as much as brings in the right people. You
only want to pay for the people you want on your site and you believe you will get value from.
1. PICKING YOUR CHANNEL
For some campaigns, just one of the big four will stand out as the obvious platform. For
instance, if your idea targets small business owners then LinkedIn would be a smart place
to start.
For many campaigns, a combination of the main platforms will reach a significant chunk of
your potential customer universe. So, the wise advice would be to start small on 2 or 3 of
them, and test what’s working. Try things on a small scale, so you can learn and refine
your approach.
2. SMARTLY TARGETING YOUR AD
If you get your pay-per-click keywords right, your ad will drive the right people to your
website at the lowest possible price.
In the world of online advertising, different words give you different reach and come with
different costs. Some keywords are seriously expensive because they are so competitive.
When someone types the words ‘Car insurance’ or ‘engagement ring’ into Google,
advertisers know that they can make hundreds or even thousands of pounds from that
customer. Google knows that the value of the customer is high, so they will charge top
dollar for those keywords. In fact, it’s an auction, setting the price automatically based
on how much advertisers are prepared to bid for those clicks, and how many advertisers
there are in the market for them. Our advice is to set your budget low, and to do some
experiments. Learn which words bring you the greatest return for the lowest cost.
Before you start, watch a few online tutorials on YouTube. This one from Google is
particularly good: https://youtu.be/zUMQCn6KWzA
3. GETTING YOUR MESSAGING RIGHT
Online advertising is not the same as ‘brand advertising’ – where you tell stories about your
product to give it meaning for people. This is ‘direct response’ advertising. Here you are
triggering an immediate action from your target audience (i.e. clicking through to your site or
a landing page).
The big four platforms offer basic tutorials about the messages that get the best response.
But, if you are going to be doing a lot of online advertising, the best investment you can
make is to take the time to read one (or both) of these books:

OGILVY ON ADVERTISING
Written by the advertising giant of the last century, David Ogilvy,
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founder of the Ogilvy advertising empire. It is a brutally simple and
excellently written expose on how advertising messages work and
how to write them.

HOW TO WRITE A GOOD ADVERTISEMENT
By Victor O. Schwab, it offers an excellent ‘how to guide’ for writing
advertising copy that gets results.

TOP TIP: Start small and experiment before you put significant budget behind a message.
Write a few different advertising messages and post all of them at the same time. All
platforms offer you the means to do this. Put a cap on the budget you are willing to spend
to keep costs to under control. Spot which ones give the best return on your investment,
and repeat them.

CREATING LANDING PAGES
To get the very best conversion rates from online advertising it helps to have a bespoke
landing page that your ad clicks through to. The purpose of this is to close the deal, that is,
let visitors complete the action your ad is offering - buy your product, access some special
content or sign up to something – all without having to hunt around your site.

UNBOUNCE.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A service that helps you create mobile and web landing
pages - no IT expertise needed.
WHAT’S FREE? They offer a thirty-day free trial with no commitment
to buy afterwards.
TOP TIP: It can take time to create a good landing page but the
rewards in conversion will be worth it. Take your time and use
Unbounce’s free phone customer service if you need it.

LEADPAGES.NET

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Leadpages offers one of the easiest to use and most
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intuitive services for building landing pages.
WHAT’S FREE? You will need to pay a monthly subscription but they
offer a thirty day money back guarantee if you are not satisfied with
the service.
TOP TIP: Their range of great landing page templates helps you quickly
and easily customise for your campaign rather than build from scratch.

MANAGING CAMPAIGNS
When you are advertising regularly online, it helps to be able to manage all of your online
campaigns across a range of platforms on one single dashboard. It makes it quicker and
easier to plan, launch and track your activity. We recommend giving Adstage a trial.

ADSTAGE.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? An all-in-one advertising platform that lets you
seamlessly manage Google, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Bing ads.
WHAT’S FREE? Adstage offer a no strings attached 14 day free trial
but then costs $99 a month.
TOP TIP: The ‘Campaign Creation’ tool is a brilliant resource that
gives bespoke advice on how to best set up for your ads for each
platform you are advertising on.
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MAKING SALES
SELLING YOUR IDEA THROUGH A MARKETPLACE
You don’t even need a website to sell things online. There is a range of marketplaces, all of
which will sell your product for you. All you need to do is have a product and list it
with them.
Amazon and eBay are the originals in this category. Both offer comprehensive guides and
tutorials on how to set up as a vendor and start selling today.
With eBay, you will need to fulfil your product yourself (i.e. send it out to the buyer).
Amazon will fulfil your product for you if you want them to. Just create a product listing and
send your product in bulk to their warehouse.
You may also choose to fulfil your sales yourself. This gives you access to more data, but
means you need a system in place for delivering the product to buyers promptly 365 days of
the year and dealing with returns.
There are other smaller specialist marketplaces that allow you to sell your product
or content.

ETSY.COM

WEBSITE >>

Anyone can create a shop on this craft marketplace. Focused on
unique, unusual and handmade or vintage items (not mass-market or
mainstream products or brands).

NOTONTHEHIGHSTREET.COM

WEBSITE >>

For niche products that aren’t produced in the volume needed
in mainstream chains. You will need to get your product listed
first (there is information on the site for how to do this) but we
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understand they are a good partner and drive a lot of traffic to their
site, so a good product can expect good sales.

GUMROAD.COM

WEBSITE >>

The best marketplace for selling digital content of all kinds – music,
software, e-books, video.

PUTTING A SHOP ON YOUR WEBSITE
As your idea grows, you may choose to sell your idea on your own site. Like most things on
the Internet, creating an online shop is much easier than it used to be. A range of templates
exist that are designed to help you put a professional looking shop on your website.
All offer a free demo. This means you can work out if the features they offer are the right
ones for selling your product. We recommend that you do a dry run yourself, installing the
pages, ‘buying’ your product yourself – so that you can experience the process as both
buyer and seller and check it works.

TICTAIL.COM

WEBSITE >>

A brilliant free to use platform that lets you create an online store
straight away using their template layouts. It is primarily used
by creative businesses in the fashion and design sectors but not
exclusively. Whilst the core functionality is free you will have to pay
for enhanced functionality.

SHOPIFY.COM

WEBSITE >>

The granddaddy of ecommerce sites. A wide range of templates
and connection to Paypal make this the most popular selling
template around.

CART66.COM

WEBSITE >>

Cart66 is one of the only ecommerce plug-ins that offers a free
basic service that is fine for a simple experience and low transaction
volumes – great for when you are starting out.
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TAKING PAYMENT
If you don’t want to build ecommerce functionality into your site, there are options using
external payment systems. Essentially you borrow the transaction services from these
sites – you just put a buy button next to something you want to sell on your site and the
payment is taken by someone else and forwarded to you.

PAYPAL.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? The most familiar of payment processors. Paypal is
trusted by many buyers – and it’s easy to put a ‘buy’ button on your
site, which then makes the transaction happen on Paypal’s systems.
WHAT’S FREE? There is a transaction fee on all transactions, though
this is reduced if you are a non-profit business.
TOP TIP: Paypal’s exchange rates can be pretty poor – almost
the same as you get for your holiday money. So if you are selling
internationally, consider exchanging your foreign earnings into
pounds somewhere else. We hear that Transferwise is looking to
offer this service.

IZETTLE.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A solution for taking card payments in person.
You need a compatible smart phone or tablet – and their card
reader gadget.
WHAT’S FREE? Downloading the app is free and the ‘chip and pin
lite’ terminal is free for limited companies – though if you are a sole
trader you will need to pay for it. You pay between 1.5 -2.75% on
each transaction depending on volume.
TOP TIP: Make the most of the follow-up functionality – which
allows you to continue the relationship with customers after they’ve
bought from you.

GOCARDLESS.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A simple service for taking recurring payments from
customers – this is great for subscriptions.
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WHAT’S FREE? It is a paid for service but a very reasonable one –
1% fee per transaction which is capped at £2. Sign up for the pro
service if you plan to be processing high volumes of payments.
TOP TIP: GoCardless works best for automating regular direct debit
payments for subscriptions.

PAYMENTS.AMAZON.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Amazon Payments is a simple way for you to take
payment on your site without building full ecommerce functionality
in the code on your site. Amazon customers use their Amazon log-in
to make the payment for your product, which means they don’t need
to register or give new details when they buy from you.
WHAT’S FREE? Amazon Payments promise to refund your
transaction fees (there is no sign up cost) if you haven’t seen an
increase in sales within 30 days.
TOP TIP: Amazon recognises the buyer (because they log in) so you
can personalise the shopping experience for them customer and
increase the chance that they will return to your site in the future.
You can greet each customer by name as well as see what kinds of
products that they have bought in the past.

FULFILMENT
Fulfilment means sending your physical product from the warehouse to the buyer. Most
creators do their own fulfilment in the early days. A pile of boxes in their spare room or
shed is their warehousing facility and a trip to the Post Office when they get an order their
fulfilment strategy. We recommend that creators do this when they start out. You get an
understanding of the number of orders an out-sourced fulfilment house will need to honour,
and you learn what buyers require in terms of after-sales service.
Once the orders are coming in thick and fast, you may want to consider a professional
facility to take it off your hands. There is a range of companies around the world, offering
fulfilment services. In the UK, we have heard good things about the Fulfilling Station in
Bristol and James and James. If you need international warehousing and fulfilment, take a
look at Shipwire.
Be aware that storage is the big cost. If your product takes up lots of room in the
warehouse, or takes a while to turn over, fulfilment will get pricey. Before you work with a
fulfilment operation, make sure that you have a solid idea about how many items you expect
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to sell per month and what volume of storage you need in their warehouse. They will offer
you a quote. Compare that to doing it yourself.

MANAGING SALES LEADS
As your marketing activity begins to generate sales and prospective leads you start
generating data. The identity and contact details of people who are interested in your idea is
valuable, because you can convert these people into buyers. Putting the right structures in
place for capturing and sorting this data is a sensible.
Here are two services that we believe are the simplest to use. They offer a range of more
sophisticated tools as your idea and needs grow over time. Essentially they keep all of your
customer information in one place.

SALESFORCE.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A powerful professional platform that helps you
organise and track your customers.
WHAT’S FREE? There is a free 30-day trial. After that you will need
to sign up to a 12 month contract.
TOP TIP: The mass email functionality is hard to use and doesn’t
have a particularly impressive range of templates. We’d advise using
a separate piece of software, like Mailchimp, it syncs easily with
Salesforce anyway.

CAPSULECRM.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Another easy to use Customer Relationship
Management platform.
WHAT’S FREE? Capsule CRM offers a free 30-day trial and also a
free service for very small databases.
TOP TIP: Try the free service on a small list of customers in your
early days, and work out it you like the platform.
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GETTING HELP
With a great idea, you will find you will get busy, and you will encounter tasks you need help
with. From finding a partner through to working with suppliers and experts, here are the
resources we recommend to help you get that help easily.
FINDING A CO-FOUNDER
Some people like to travel alone – some like company. If you want company, a co-founder
can be one of the best ways to share in the joy and pain of making something wonderful
happen. The best co-founder is arguably someone you already know and trus, but if there’s
no one available to you right now that fits that bill, you can try these resources:

FOUNDERDATING.COM

WEBSITE >>

A networking site where you can meet and hang out in person with
well-vetted professionals wanting to join start-ups.

COFOUNDERSLAB.COM

WEBSITE >>

Another great resource for meeting up with like-minded professionals
looking to join start-ups – a great place to find specialist tech cofounders in particular.

WORKINSTARTUPS.COM

WEBSITE >>

Offers a pool of highly skilled talent looking to move across
to start-ups.
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STARTUPWEEKEND.ORG

WEBSITE >>

A brilliant series of global events that bring new start-ups and
professionals together. Over the 54 hours new teams are formed
and new start-ups launched – look out for one in a city near you.

FOUNDER2BE.COM

WEBSITE >>

Another place to meet co-founders, especially tech ones, and
specialist team members to help you develop your idea.

FINDING SUPPLIERS
The best way to find good suppliers is to speak to other creators and find out who
they trust. There are also some aggregating websites that help you speak directly to
manufacturers and suppliers abroad:

ALIBABA.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? The world’s largest business-to-business marketplace,
Alibaba connects you with a massive range of predominantly Asian
manufacturers and suppliers directly.
WHAT’S FREE? The merchant pays. It is free to buy through Alibaba,
but sellers are charged a fee for your business.
TOP TIP: Be cautious and take your time. Dig for info on the
manufacturer and order in very small quantities first to gauge quality
before you buy in volume. Keep an eye on MOQ (Minimum Order
Quantities) too – most sellers will be happy to negotiate on this.

GLOBALSOURCES.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Similar to Alibaba, but focused exclusively on the
Chinese market.
WHAT’S FREE? It is free to sign up. Sellers have to pay membership
and advertising fees.
TOP TIP: Make sure you have fully researched a supplier and start with
some small test production runs. Keep an eye on shipping costs and
import duty too.
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SMARTCHINASOURCING.COM

WEBSITE >>

A blog run by Global Sources, is a good source of information on
how you can find, verify and work with good Asian suppliers. It is well
worth a read before you begin contacting suppliers.

FINDING EXPERTS
Linkedin and Google search are still the best ways to find relevant experts in most fields. You
can find the right person for your task and contact them directly. Most people who want to
charge for help have websites. You will find that people are often happy to offer brief advice
if you contact them directly, even when you don’t intend to hire them.
Failing that, there is one specialist marketplace we have found that connects creators with
experts in business for small bits of work and advice.

CLARITY.FM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Get trusted, market-leading specialist advice on the
phone within 72 hours for a flat fee.
WHAT’S FREE? You pay by the minute and costs depend on the
expert you want to speak to.
TOP TIP: This is a helpful tool if your question is specific and you
are looking for guidance (i.e. to be pointed in the right direction) as a
single phone call is unlikely to absolutely resolve a very thorny issue.

RECRUITING
As your idea grows, you may find you need to share the load, by finding someone to help
with tricky odd jobs or recruiting your first full time employee. It pays to take the time
to make sure you find someone the right person on the right contract. Here are the best
resources for finding people, and some which offer guidance on how to use them.

INTERNS
Hiring an intern can be a good way to get enthusiastic help in the early days of your idea.
Internship works best when it is mutually beneficial: ie a powerful learning experience
for the intern and a low-cost and productive labour solution for you. Use an intern on a
special project or campaign - it will give them exposure to stimulating and dynamic work
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and you get an extra pair of hands to help with the extra workload. You can see the latest
employment laws on internships at https://www.gov.uk/employment-rights-for-interns.
The best service for finding interns is Internwise.

INTERNWISE.CO.UK

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? The UK’s leading intern recruitment site - you can find
high quality interns across every major skill sector.
WHAT’S FREE? Posting an ad and accessing responses is free but
the volume of responses is unlikely to be high unless you pay for your
ad to be promoted.
TOP TIP 1: It is free to register and post an ad but we recommend
paying for your ad to be promoted by Internwise (£49.90 per ad), as
it will generate a bigger and higher-quality pool of candidates to
pick from.
TOP TIP 2: If you get a lot of applications, do Skype interviews. They
are a great way to select the candidates you want to interview face
to face before you hire.

GUMTREE.COM/JOBS

WEBSITE >>

Gumtree Jobs is also worth checking out but the quality does vary.
Set a simple written task as a screener – e.g. what is their point of
view on your sector?

ODD JOBS AND FREELANCERS
New digital services have made it easier than ever before to find skilled help for individual
tasks or just a spare pair of hands for a small odd job here or there.

FIVERR.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A brilliant site to find a helping hand for odd jobs or
small business related tasks.
WHAT’S FREE? It is free to register but you will obviously have to
pay the freelancers you hire.
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TOP TIP: Give a very clear written brief upfront that outlines the
exact output you need.

PEOPLEPERHOUR.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A space to get freelancers for small jobs.
WHAT’S FREE? Again it is free to register but you will need to pay
the freelancers you use.
TOP TIP: Request a proposal from a number of freelancers that have
the relevant skill set and review for approach, capability and cost.

ODESK.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Another freelancer recruitment website
WHAT’S FREE? It is free to register, but you then pay a 10% fee
on the value of the work you commission. There is a money-back
guarantee if you aren’t satisfied with the work you have commissioned.
TOP TIP: While 0Desk covers a wide range of sectors, it is a great
place to start if you are looking to find freelance developers
(i.e. people who make websites) - it has the biggest pool of
talent available.

FULLTIME EMPLOYEES
When the time comes for you to employ your first full-time employee then there are some
excellent online services that will save you a fortune in recruitment fees. Here are three of
the best:

LINKEDIN.COM/JOBS

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? The world’s largest business social network with access
to the widest pool of talent. The place to begin your search for
great candidates.
WHAT’S FREE? It is free to set up and plan your job ad and LinkedIn
offers good advice on how to write a compelling job post. But you
will need to pay to make it go live.
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TOP TIP: Share your posted job with your LinkedIn connections, join
relevant LinkedIn groups so your job is visible to its followers, add it
to your profile status update, and share the link to it on your other
social media platforms.
Also look at www.workinstartups.com which lets you post jobs and access a great pool of
talent (with a more tech and digital focus).
www.angellist.co is worth a look too. Primarily a site for pairing investors and start-ups, it
also has a jobs section - a great way to reach some of the best talent looking to work
in start-ups.

COLLABORATION TOOLS
Collaborating well will help you unlock the full value of the people you work with. Here are
some practical tools and services that will help you collaborate efficiently and effectively.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
There are some excellent digital services that will help you manage projects and work
streams. They are online systems which help you share information quickly, and stay
in touch effortlessly. You always know who is doing what and you can collaborate on
documents remotely.
Take your time to explore them and find the best solution for your needs.

DROPBOX.COM

WEBSITE >>

Sync, store and share files online for free. Dropbox seamlessly
integrates onto your PC or Mac so you can access files instantly
(even when you’re not online) as well as automatically sync important
documents into the cloud.

GOOGLE.COM/DOCS

WEBSITE >>

Another free file sharing service although we find this one less
intuitive than Dropbox. You can invite your team to view, edit and
comment on a document at any time. Useful for quickly finalising
shared documents.
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TRELLO.COM

WEBSITE >>

One of the best free project managing tools. See everything that is
happening with your project: What is most pressing? Who is working
on what? What has already been completed?

MURAL.LY

WEBSITE >>

An excellent free tool for creative collaboration, featuring a flexible
shared canvas. Create shared mood boards, build ideas together, vote
and prioritise. Fun and creative teamworking.

EVERNOTE.COM

WEBSITE >>

A brilliant free personal tool for capturing, organising information and
content of all kinds (text, video, audio, image, hand written and web
articles.) Keep lists, collect inspiration and organise your thinking –
and then share it.

WETRANSFER.COM

WEBSITE >>

A free (up to 10GB) large file sharing service, that lets you password
protect and customise your files and messages. Links don’t expire,
which comes in handy when sharing files with large groups, some of
whom may not need to access files immediately.

WORKSNAPS.NET

WEBSITE >>

Track remote team workers and freelancers’ productivity on your
project by accessing screen shots of their computer. A bit too big
brother for some, but useful when you have a large disparate team.

RESCUETIME.COM

WEBSITE >>

A really smart tool for helping you increase your productivity
by tracking your online behaviour and time spent on individual
applications. It can be really helpful to help individuals and small
teams learn how to increase their productivity.
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REDMINE.ORG

WEBSITE >>

A free service for managing large teams of developers and detailed
software builds. We wouldn’t recommend it for managing normal
projects as there are lots of simpler systems available, such as Trello.

BASECAMP.COM

WEBSITE >>

Basecamp is one of the best tools on the market for managing large
projects such as events, software builds, marketing campaigns and
product development. They also offer a free 60-day trial.

STAYING IN TOUCH
Skype and Google Hangouts are still the best free solutions for simple day-to-day
communication among remote team members. They have their limitations though – in
particular when it comes to large team interactions. Here are three free resources to fill
those gaps.

FREECONFERENCECALL.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A reliable free conference call service that works for
domestic and international calls.
WHAT’S FREE? The conference call service is free but to dial in
participants have to call a toll number which is charged at their local
network’s rates.
TOP TIP: They have a call recording facility that can be really useful
for interviews, legal or detailed client briefing calls.

GOTOMEETING.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? An HD online webinar, video conferencing and meeting
tool that designed for hosting meetings of up to 25 people.
WHAT’S FREE? It is a paid for service - £29 a month – but they offer
a full 30 day free trial.
TOP TIP: If you have a regular meeting you can set it up so that you
can start it at the hit of a button – really useful if you want to quickly
check in with your team.
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HIPCHAT.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT?A free instant messaging service that lets your team
communicate in real time.
WHAT’S FREE? Everything!
TOP TIP: You can also share files, comment and collaborate on them,
making it a great business instant messaging tool.

WORKSPACE
As your team grows, you may want to expand beyond the kitchen or café you have been
working from, and find you have the money to invest in a larger space. When that happens,
there are fully-equipped and even quite fancy office spaces available for quite reasonable
monthly rates.
Using flexible working spaces like the ones below is good way to meet other creators and
get access to professional office equipment without having to buy it. There a new ones
springing up all the time, here are some examples we have heard good things about.

IMPACTHUB.NET

WEBSITE >>

A global network of innovation and start-up communities (at time
of writing there are 63 impact hubs open globally with 5 in the
UK). Each of these offers working space as well as a range of other
services from investment to incubation.

CLUB.WORKSPACEGROUP.CO.UK

WEBSITE >>

ClubWorkspace is a hot-desking and flexible working space for
entrepreneurs and start-ups with ten fully kitted out offices across
London. Membership starts from £75 a month an increases
depending on the location and amount of space you need.

RENTADESK.CO.UK

WEBSITE >>

One location in central London and a range of pricing options – great
if you need a space for an important meeting or interview.
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ESTATEOFFICE.COM/CONTAINERVILLE

WEBSITE >>

Containerville is a new home for start-ups and small businesses by
the Regents Canal in London. 30 shipping containers arranged over
2 floors up-cycled into modern work spaces. Each container can
accommodate up to eight desks.
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FINDING INVESTMENT
You may choose to get investment in your idea. Investment from the right partners can be
like rocket fuel for your idea. It’s worth noting though that things change the moment you
do this. As soon as you borrow other people’s money, you start to march to their tune as
well as your own – so make sure this is something you want to do.
Putting the right investment strategy in place and managing potential and existing investors
can be one of the more time-consuming tasks a creator experiences. It can detract focus
from your idea, burn energy and, at worst, lock your idea into the wrong trajectory with the
wrong partners. Before you do anything, do some learning. Speak to other creators who
have raised money and get clear on what the long game looks like for you and your idea.
Here are a few good places to start learning:
www.fundersandfounders.com/how-funding-works-splitting-equity
A great source of information on funding and this blog post also has an awesome
infographic on the rounds of funding available and how each work.
www.paulgraham.com/startupfunding XXXX
Written in 2005, Paul Graham’s blog post on how start-up funding works is still one of the
clearest and most useful explanations available.
www.f6s.com
A global community of founders, start-ups and angel investors. It is a useful shop window
to meet potential angel investors but also to chat to founders in your sector who are raising
now or have successfully raised.

THE FUNDING ‘ROUNDS’
There are essentially three standard rounds of funding that start-ups go through. Each has a
different objective, a different ‘ask’ (ie how much is being borrowed) and a different portion
of the equity of the business up for grabs.
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ROUND 1 - SEED FUNDING
WHAT IS IT FOR? Small amounts of money that allow you and your
team to work full-time on your idea to create a working prototype
and find the evidence that your idea will succeed. This might be a
compelling set of user data, or crowds of people evidently paying for
your service or product.
WHO INVESTS? Friends, family, crowd-funders (and sometimes
angel investors).
THE ASK? This varies but seed funding is normally between £1k and
£100k and is usually for a small chunk of equity in your idea (normally
between 1-30%), or sometimes it is just a simple loan.

ROUND 2 – ANGEL FUNDING
WHAT IS IT FOR? Your idea is not yet making enough money to take
on bigger costs such as extra product development, extra staff, sales
and marketing budget. Funding will help you afford what you need to
transform your idea from a promising prototype into a profitable and
growing business.
WHO INVESTS? Traditionally this kind of investment comes from
angel investors – wealthy individuals who may also have specialist
knowledge and contacts in your field. Round 2 funding can also come
from crowd-funding or VCs (Venture Capital companies, but for most
creators this is pretty early to be getting into bed with a VC.)
THE ASK? A sizeable chunk of money - often between £100k to
£500k for between 10 and 40% of your business.

ROUND 3 – SERIES A FUNDING
WHAT IS IT FOR? Now your business model is proven and your
business is making good money. You want to expand fast and go
from a business making money to market leader.
WHO INVESTS? Venture Capital. These are companies that invest
their own and other people’s money in businesses they believe are
set to grow. They will want to sell their stake in your business before
long– either through an IPO or by selling to a competitor.
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THE ASK? Usually in the millions, for a sizeable chunk of your
business, often around a third.

HOW CROWD FUNDING WORKS
Crowd-funding lets people invest directly in start-ups. Funding is raised from a large pool of
people all investing small amounts. There are generally two types:
1. REWARD-BASED
Investors receive an incentive for investing a small sum but no equity is given away. The
two most popular platforms for this kind of crowd funding are:

KICKSTARTER.COM

WEBSITE >>

Receive funding by pre-selling your product, service or experience.

INDIEGOGO.COM

WEBSITE >>

Raise funds through donations. This has a strong focus on the arts
and creative projects.

2. EQUITY BASED		
Investors receive equity in return for their investment. The two leading platforms for equity
based crowd funding are:

CROWDCUBE.COM

WEBSITE >>

Once your start-up is accepted onto their list, you can raise funds
directly from professional investors and everyday folk looking to
invest in start-ups.

SEEDRS.COM

WEBSITE >>

A similar service to CrowdCube but with an emphasis on pre- and
post-funding support for each of its funded start-ups.
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TOP TIP: crowd funding may seem like an easy way of raising money, but you will need
to take a significant amount of time and care putting together a compelling pitch which
convinces hundreds (sometimes thousands) of people to invest in your idea. You will also
need to deliver on the promises you make, and communicate consistently with your
many investors.
ANGEL INVESTORS
Angel investors are easily found with a quick Google search for ‘Business Angels’ or ‘Angel
Investors’ in your sector.
There are also websites that match start-ups with Angels. Four of the best for the UK are:

CAPITALLIST.COM

WEBSITE >>

A great shop window to quickly get your idea in front of lots of
London-based Angels. They also offer fundraising consulting services
as well as meet ups with other entrepreneurs as well as investors.

ANGELLIST.CO WEBSITE >>
ANGLESDEN.COM WEBSITE >>
Both very similar to Capital List but with a global reach.

ANGELCOFUND.CO.UK

WEBSITE >>

A syndicate of private investors looking to invest in small and
medium sized businesses.

TOP TIP: Before you commit to an angel investor, find out what they offer beyond money.
It’s important to dig into every potential investor and understand the experience, skills and
relationships they will bring to your idea. Get a sense of what it will be like to work with
them too before you take their money. Ask to speak to people they’ve worked with before.
For sound advice on how to find business angels, syndicates and networks, try
www.ukbusinessangelsassociation.org.uk. Even better, go to one of their ‘Introduction to
Angel investing’ events.
It’s worth knowing that some angel networks charge a fee for you to pitch your idea – this is
intended to focus you on giving a presentation investors want to see.
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WRITING INVESTMENT PROPOSALS
Investors generally expect an investment proposal. This is a document making the case for
why your idea is worth investing in. It should contain inspiring information: on you, your
idea, the problem it is solving, why it is better than the competition and the commercial case
for investment.
Investors want to be able to understand how your idea makes money, why you need
investment and how much you need, and when they can expect to get their money back.
A sensible investor will be just as interested in you, assuming it’s you who is going to lead
the business to the point where they increase the value of their investment. Tell them about
your passion for the idea, the journey you have been on and your intentions for the future.
The best way to learn about how to write a great proposal is to chat to other creators who
have already raised money. You can also find an expert on preparing investor proposals at a
freelance site like www.odesk.com - someone who will help you edit and structure
your proposal.
Here are more online resources about how to do this phase of your idea’s growth well:
http://www.venturegiant.com/news-channel-365-how-to-write-the-perfect-investment
proposal---investment-proposal-template.aspx
http://www.entrepreneurmag.co.za/advice/funding/attracting-investors/how-to-write-afunding-proposal/
https://www.sequoiacap.com/ideas/
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BORING BUT IMPORTANT
There are parts of making your idea happen that aren’t glamorous, fun or fulfilling, but you
have to do them. Below are some of the best resources, many of them free, that we have
found for taking care of these business essentials professionally and with minimum fuss and
disruption to the fun stuff.
LEGAL ADVICE & CONTRACTS

DOCRACY.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Free legal documents useful for start-ups that are
curated and updated by the Docracy community. Documents range
from employee contracts through to founder equity
share agreements.
WHAT’S FREE? The service is completely free - to access, store and
edit legal documents.
TOP TIP: The one thing that Docracy can’t help you with is knowing
with certainty that the legal document you are using is the right
one. If in doubt get a second opinion from a qualified lawyer who
specialises in the relevant field.

ECHOSIGN.ADOBE.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? An app that lets you attach e-signature functionality to
your online contracts so that they can be signed instantly by
the receiver.
WHAT’S FREE? It is a paid for service (prices vary based on volume the basic package is $14 a month) but they offer a free 14 day trial.
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TOP TIP: Adobe Echosign integrates into Salesforce so can be
a useful way to shorten your sales cycle and make tracking and
managing contracts and invoicing simpler.

COMPANIESMADESIMPLE.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? A great resource for incorporating a UK company – do
it all online for £16.99
WHAT’S FREE? It costs from £16.99 to incorporate a company using
Companies Made Simple (including the Companies House filing fee).
They also offer a free start-up tool kit including useful info to help
you run your new business effectively.
TOP TIP: They also offer help on annual returns, company tax
registration, and registering an office.

BOOKKEEPING

XERO.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Cloud-based accounting software for small to
medium sized businesses specialising in invoicing, bank reconciliation
and bookkeeping.
WHAT’S FREE? The starter package is $20 a month - for small
volumes of invoices, bills and bank. They offer a free thirty-day trial.

KASHFLOW.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT?A cloud-based accounting and bookkeeping platform for
start-ups – a comparable service to Xero but the entry-level package
is cheaper.
WHAT’S FREE?The basic package is £5 a month and they offer a
free 14 day trial.
TOP TIP: Check out the purchase automation feature – useful if you
need to make recurring purchases from suppliers.
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BILLING & INVOICING

SLIMVOICE.CO

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? SlimVoice is a simple way of doing online invoices. It
sends an invoice direct to the client without you needing to generate
a PDF.
WHAT’S FREE? It is a free service.
TOP TIP: Since you own your invoicing data and history, you can
download and access it whenever you need - like when you’re doing
your tax return.

INVOICETO.ME WEBSITE >>
INVOICE-GENERATOR.COM

WEBSITE >>

Two other free online invoice-generating services that are worth
a try.

GETBALLPARK.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? Ballpark is a time-tracking and invoicing service that is
great if you are self-employed and bill other people for your time.
WHAT’S FREE? A login for one user costs $12.99 a month and you
get access to all functionality for that. They also offer a free
thirty-day trial.
TOP TIP: Do time-tracking and invoicing in one - this makes
bookkeeping and tax returns easier to process – perfect if your idea
involves you selling your (or other people’s) time.

CHARGEBEE.COM

WEBSITE >>

WHAT IS IT? An online billing platform for subscription businesses to
let you set up, track and manage regular billing of customers.
WHAT’S FREE? The startup package starts at $49 a month and lets
you charge up to 50 invoices a month. They also offer a free trial.
TOP TIP: You can run trials and do configurable pricing which is very
handy for more sophisticated subscription business models as it offers
extra flexibility for creators.
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We hope that you find this list useful as you build your idea. Please let us know if any of it
needs updating, or you find something we are recommending doesn’t work as you’d hoped.
Also – if you find other resources which help you, please let us know about them. We want
The Creator’s Black Book to be the most valuable list of resources around.
Good luck on this incredible journey of making your idea happen!

ALEX PELLEW
MARTIN AMOR
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